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Roto AL Designo | Updated installation instruction (v1)
Update IMO_386

Other Documentation

Update 25.03.2021:
- English version available

Update of the installation instruction Roto AL Designo.
New version is IMO_386_V4.
The previous version is no longer valid.

General changes:
- Restructuring of the hardware overviews in basic set, gear and connector, height-dependent components, width-dependent components, weight-dependent components and optional components.
- Chapters Bulk Pack, Individual Parts and Bulk Pack Sets added
- Required order quantity visually displayed
- Torques standardized
- Application diagrams adapted
- Installation drawings optimized
- Assembly optimized
- Errors corrected
**Change per opening type:**

**Tilt&Turn hardware:**
- Maximum sash height raised to 3,000 mm (exception Axer 390)
- **NEW:** DK | TiltSafe | RC 2 | 150 kg (Pi: 18 2174)

**TiltFirst hardware/tilt hardware handle on the side:**
- Maximum sash height raised to 3,000 mm

**Turn hardware:**
- Maximum sash height raised to 3,000 mm

**Tilt hardware handle on top:**
- Optimized tilt distance: between 160 mm and 180 mm

**Availability / Ordering ability**
- Available immediately